Amaram Hum Madhuram Hum

Satsang
Jewels

Swami Shyam

Hat and Scarf Ceremony
Through inspiring satsang, a beautiful hat and
scarf ceremony, and an exquisite meditation,
Swami Shyam reveals the invisible truth of
Oneness. Appearing to crown individuals
with Kullu caps, he graces each disciple with
that hidden Pure Knowledge of Guru, his
own Self, Pure Happiness. Through exposing
the layers of ignorance human beings
have accumulated in their lives, Swamiji
guides the jigyasu’s attention to what the
belief in the gross appearance of the sprout
indicates. He then powerfully leads this
attention to witness the return of the sprout
to the seed and the ultimate dissolution of
the seed into the space. In this space one
recognizes his true Self, the unchanging,
eternal state of Amaram, Madhuram.
“Gyan is invisible, indivisible, and remains forever.”

Chetan Mandap, February 7 and 8, 2011
50 minutes
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Viraat Darshan–Western Tour 1989
Travel with Swami Shyam on his 1989 international trip as he visits his devotees,
meets families, and covers the globe with his
message of meditation and Amaram Hum
Madhuram Hum. His vision of oneness flows
across Canada to the United States, Switzerland, and England in this inspiring and
uplifting chronicle of love and oneness. In
airports, private homes, museums and universities; at parks, lakes and waterfalls; while
walking, driving, flying and boating—his
constant showering of satsang and outpouring of unity and delight is truly inspirational.

North America and Europe, Summer 1989
1 hour and 30 minutes

“To unfold Pure Vision and radiate peace we must
adopt the technique of meditation.”
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Trilokinath Yatra
This energetic satsang from a segment of
a 1984 trip to Kothi focuses on the light of
Trilokinath, the truth that all human beings
are perfect, the Whole. Swami Shyam uses
a dynamic question and answer format to
guide the satsangee’s attention internally to
directly experience how human consciousness can be pushed forward to reach its true
originality. Swamiji’s inspiring, powerful, and
succinct answers, again and again, dissolve
the inquirers’ minds and take the viewer back
to the unchanging Source of all questions.

“I am at the source of the question. When you ask
a question no one but Me is asking, so I know the
answer much before the question is asked.”

Trilokinath, September 15, 1984
1 hour and 5 minutes
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Atma Darshan–The Practice for Self Realization
For a human being to be happy he must see
where happiness is lost. Guru’s only work is
to help human beings transform their divisive minds into the state of oneness so that
they can reclaim their happiness. Having
master awareness that is always tuned into
Source Existence, Guru only sees oneness and
guides the disciple to regain what was lost by
birth. Through daily meditations disciples
attain vivek (discrimination) and vairagya
(non-attachment). With these powers they
realize their true I, the Source, regain their
happiness, and are then able to use their intelligence to spread knowledge and oneness.
I.M.I. Front Lawn, April 28, 2005
1 hour

“You must hear the Truth, then constantly think
about the Truth, and then meditate on the Truth.”
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Eternal Home–The Self Existing Existence
Human beings are only secure and comfor
table when they are at home; but what does
home truly mean and where is it? Through
birth we leave our original homes and innocently mistake our foreign, changing bodies as
our homes. Residing in the changing field we
are constantly uncomfortable. To identify our
true home, we must personally inquire into
that Source that never dies—the unchanging
immortal I. It is only through meditation that
we are able to identify with that immortal
I, not dependent on time or space, and find
our supreme wealth, eternally being at home.

Tapo Bhoomi, May 1, 2005
43 minutes

“I am eternal awareness, forever one with That. This
is waiting for everyone to have.”
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